seemed to his mother that when he looked at Natasha
and spoke to her, the severe expression of his eyes soft-
ened, his voice grew more gentle and his manner less
brusque.
"May the Lord help it to be so," she thought, smil-
ing-.
Whenever the arguments at their gatherings became
too heated and stormy, the khokhol would get up and
stand there swaying back and forth like the tongue of a
bell while he said a few kind, simple words that quickly
calmed and sobered everyone. The sullen Vesovshchikov
was always urging the others to do something; he and
the redhead, whom they called Samoilov, began all the
arguments. They were supported by the towheaded Ivan
Bukin, who looked as though he had been washed in lye,
Yakov Sornov, smooth and clean, spoke little, but very
earnestly. He and Feodor Mazin of the large brow always
sided with Pavel and the khokhol,
Sometimes Natasha's place was taken by Nikolai Iva-
novich, a man in spectacles with a little blond goatee,
He had been born in some remote province, which ac-
counted for the peculiar accentuation of the "oV* in his
speech* Altogether he was "remote/1 He would speak of
the simplest things—of family life, and children, and
trade, and the police, and the price of bread and meat—
all matters comprising the daily life of the people, In
doing so he would expose all that was falise and irratio-
nal, all that was stupid and even ridiculous, but harmful
to the masses. The mother imagined that he had come
from very far away, from a different realm, in fact, where
everyone lived an easy, honest life* Here everything was
strange to him, and he could not get used to this life, nor
accept it. He disliked it, and this di^Jike roused in him a
calm, persistent desire to change it'ln his own way. He
had a sallow face wth fine lines about the eyes. His voice
was soft and his hands were always warm. Whenever he
greeted Pelagea Vlassova, he took her whole hand in a
firm grasp, that she found comforting,

